Bay Filly
March 5, 2014


1st dam
WINGS OF A DOVE, by Milwaukee Brew. 5 wins, 3 to 6, $86,886. This is her first foal.

2nd dam
PLEASE COME HOME, by Danzig Connection. Placed at 2 and 3, $5,714. Dam of 8 foals to race, 7 winners, including—
Bay Lake Bound. 9 wins, 2 to 5, $119,479.

3rd dam
AWAY FROM HOME, by Ack Ack. 3 wins at 3, $37,248. Half-sister to True Reality (dam of Sycamore Shoals; granddams of STARRY DREAMER, $564,789; PAPA’S BULL, champion 3 times in Panama; TAKE THAT STEP, $406,216; STAR OF STARS). Dam of 10 winners, incl.—

NINER’S HOME. 5 wins at 3, $193,489, Arlington Heights Oaks [G3], Indiana Oaks, etc. Dam of 7 winners, including—
INDY GROOVE. 6 wins, 2 to 5, $366,575, Arlington Matron H. [G3] (AP, $90,000), Autumn Leaves S. [L] (MNR, $46,875), etc. Producer.
Bandango. 2 wins, $55,100. Dam of TANIKA (12 wins, $515,165 in Canada, Northlands Oaks [L], NP, $60,000, etc., Total: $486,300).
Capote’s Niner. 2 wins at 3, $34,650. Dam of Tru Greek (to 6, 2016).

Just About Enough. 2 wins at 3, $32,028, 3rd Banquet Bell S. [O] (TDN, $3,540). Dam of 9 foals to race, 7 winners, including—
Smart Enough. 6 wins, 2 to 5, $171,843, 3rd Isaac Murphy S. [L] (AP, $6,303).
Aurora Winners. 3 wins at 2 and 3, $56,343, 3rd Walter Knott H. [R] (LA, $6,000), Producer. Granddam of Suit Yourself ($172,294).
Sure Enough. 3 wins at 2 and 4, $86,622. Dam of ALWAYS SURE (6 wins, $308,845, dam of Always Here Too, 3 wins, $126,978, 3rd Eight Belles S. [G3], TDN, $10,670, etc.). Iron Rogue ($344,190).

Breeders’ Cup nominated.
Registered New York-bred.